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Abstract - -The optimal mlnimal-repair nd replace~ne~tt problem of a reliability system under the 
average coat criterion is formulated as a semi-Markov decision process. It is assumed that the co6t 
structure of the system depends on its age. Under some weak assumptions, it is shown that, among 
all allowable policies, an optimal policy is a t-policy. That is, failures before age t are minimally 
repaired, but the system is replaced when a failure after age t occurs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Minimal-repair and replacement are useful mathematical models to represent practical mainte- 
nance activities concerning real reliability systems. A minimal repair is the maintenance activity 
to repair the failed system so that its function is recovered, without changing its age, while re- 
placement restores the entire system into the new one. In past three decades, vast literature 
has been devoted to various maintenance problems with the above activities. A pioneering work 
on the maintenance problem with minimal repair was done by Barlow and Hunter [1] in 1960. 
They considered minimal repair and preventive replacement as maintenance activities. Later, 
Phelps [2] discussed the maintenance problem with minimal repair and failure replacement under 
the average cost criterion. He formulated the problem as a semi-Markov decision process. As- 
suming that the failure time distribution has increasing failure rate (IFR), he showed the optimal 
policy of all allowable policies is a t-policy, that is, there exists a threshold age t such that failures 
before age t are minimally repaired, but the system is replaced at the first failure after age t. 
In this paper, we discuss the minimal-repair and replacement problem under the average cost 
criterion, assuming that the cost structure is dependent on age. We formulate the problem as a 
semi-Markov decision process, and show an optimal policy of all allowable policies is in the class 
of t-policies under some assumptions which are weaker than those of Phelps [2] even when the 
maintenance osts are constant in the age of the system. 
2. MODEL AND OPTIMALITY EQUATION 
We consider a reliability system described in the following. Maintenance activities are failure 
replacement and minimal repair. Failure replacement at age z is a maintenance activity to replace 
a failed system with a new one, that is, a system whose age is 0, and incurs cost c/(z). Minimal 
repair at age z is a maintenance activity to repair a failed system to recover its function without 
changing its age and incurs cost era(z). The time required for performing these activities is 
assumed to be negligible. The cumulative distribution function of the failure time of the system 
is F(z) and it has the continuous density function f(z) .  We denote the reliability function as 
.~(x) -- 1 -F (z ) ,  and the failure rate function as ~(z) - f (z)/$'(z) .  It is assumed _~(z) is positive 
for all z E [0, c~) Our problem is to find a minimal-repair and replacement policy of minimizing 
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the average cost, i.e., the sum of the expected maintenance osts per unit time aver~ed over the 
infinite time horizon. 
We make the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. C] (Z) and Cm(Z) are differentiable, nondecreasing and bounded functions of z, 
and satisfy 
cf(~) > c,,(=) > o, x e [o, eo). (2.1) 
ASSUMPTION 2. The function defined by 
/o • } Y(z) = - cI(z ) - cm(z) + cm(s)A(s) ds x (2.2) 
is quasi-convex in z, that is, there exists some ~ E [0,oo] such that Y(z)  is nonincreasing on 
(0, ~) and nondecreasing on [~, oo) (~ = 0 and ~ - oo mean that Y(z)  is nondecreasing and 
nonincreasing on the whole domain (0, oo), respectively). 
Assumption 1 is reasonable since it says that a replacement eeds more cost than a minimal 
repair. Assumption 2 is not intuitively appealing and seems omewhat aztificial. However, as 
seen in Appendix A, they are satisfied in many important cases. In particular, they are satisfied 
under the conditions of [2], that is, when c/(z) and Cm(Z) are constant in age z and the failure 
rate function A(z) is nondecreasing (IFR). 
Under Assumptions 1 and 2, we discuss the problem of finding an optimal minimal-repair and 
replacement policy for the system. This problem can be formulated as a semi-Markov decision 
process in which the age of the system is chosen as the state, and decisions on maintenance 
activities are made just after the epochs at which system failures occur. 
The following theorem is well-known for a semi-Markov decision process under the average cost 
criterion (see [3, Theorem 2]). 
TH~.OREM 2.1. / f  there exist a constant g and a bounded Balre function v(.) wh/cb sat~y the 
following equations called the optimality equations, then g is the optimal average cost, and a 
policy derived from these is an optimal policy. 
Optimality Equations: 
1 [oo 1 [oo / 
,(x)=min cm(z)'i'F--~')/= v(s)f(s)ds- g ~ /= F(s)ds, 
(2.3) 
The function v(.) which appears in the above optimality equations i  called the relative cost 
function. Because r(.) is determined only within an additive constant, we can normaiise, without 
any loss of generality, by adding an equation to the above optimality equations for simplification 
and obtain the following. 
Simplified Optimality Equations: 
{ // // 1 i v(s)f(s) ds 1 r(z) = ndn cm(z) + ~(z)  - g -~ F(s) ds, cl(x) 
/o /o oo vCs)fCs) ds - g PCs) ds = o. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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3. OPTIMAL POLICY 
We define some classes of minimal-repair and replacement policies as follows. First, a strict 
t-policy is a policy under which there exists some t E (0,co) such that a failure before age t is 
minimally repaired, but the system is replaced when the first failure after age t occurs. Next, 
the minimal repair policy is defined as the policy under which the system is always minimally 
repaired for all failures. Finally, a t-policy is either a strict t-policy or the minimal repair policy 
(note that t-policy with t = co corresponds to the minimal repair policy). 
Now, we define the following three functions which play important roles in the subsequent 
discussion: 
/? /? L(z, g) = -(c.f  (z) - cmCz)).~'(z) + c/(s)l(s) ds - g [~(s) ds, (3.1) 
I" M(z ,  g) = c.,, (z) - Cm(Z) + crn(s )A(s )  ds  - gz ,  (3.'~) 
z(=) = -(cl  (=) - c~(=))~(=) + f~ c+(s)f(s) ds 
f~ .~(s) ds (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. Under Assumptions 1,~ in Assumption 2 is positive (possibly infinite). 
PROOF. Since 
c~(O) - c,,,(o) > o, 
it holds 
lira Y(z )  = co. (3.4) 
z~+0 
Because Y(z) is continuous in z, there exists a positive 6 such that Y(z) is decreasing on (0, 5), 
and thus ~ > O. | 
R~MARK 3.1. In the sequel, we use the convenient expressions such as Y(+0), Y(co) if they are 
well-defined and do not cause any confusion. 
LEMMA 3.2. /-f~" in Assumption 2 is finite, then there exists ome t" E (0,~] such that 
Y(t*) = g(t*). (3.5) 
PROOF. Partially differentiating L(z,g) and M(x,g) in z, we have 
OL(z,g) 
o~ = -~'( '~)(<'(~)  - ~"'(=) + c, , (=).~(~) - g), 
OM(z,g) 
0~ _ c~(~) - c ; . (~) + cm(=)~(~) - g, 
where ' expresses the first differential with respect o z. Hence, we obtain 
OL(=,g) _~(z)om(o~,g) 
~X - "  
On the other hand, using the functions Y(.) and Z(.), we have 
L(z,g) = (~°°P(s)ds)  (Z(z) -g) ,  
M(=,  g) = =(Y(=,)  - g). 
Differentiating equations (3.8), we obtain 
OM(z,g) 
0z = Y(z) - g + zY'(z). 
(3.~) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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Since Y(z) attains its minimal value at ~ and Y(z) > 0 for all z, we can define a positive D by 
= Y(}). (3.9) 
Since Y(z) is nondecreasing, namely, Y'(z) >_ 0 on [~, oo), 
OM(=,#) = y(=)  _ # + =y,(=) > 0, = E [~,oo). 
0z 
Thus, from equation (3.6), 
OL(=,#) 
Ox <_o, =E[~,oo), 
that is ,  L(z,#) is nonincreasing in z on [~,oo). Further, since el(. ) and era(.) are bounded, 
lira L(z,~) = 0. 
X-~OO 
Therefore, we conclude L(~, .~) > 0. This, together with equation (3.7), implies 
Z(~) > ~. (3.10) 
Consequently, because Y(+O) = co, Z(O) is finite, Y(~) = g, Z(~) >_ ~, and both of Z(z) and 
Y(z) are continuous in z, there exists some t* E (0, ~] such that Z(t*) = Y(t*). I 
L~.MMA 3.3. I f  ~ in Assumption 2 ~s finite, then a strict t-pollcy with t = t* is optimal, where 
t* E (0, oo) is the same one with Lemma 3.2. 
PROOF. Let us define 
g = Y(t*) (3.11) 
and 
/ /o" v(z )  --  Cm(Z) - cm(s)A(s)ds-t-gz, 
cs(=), 
= e [o , r ) ,  
=e I t .  oo). 
(3.i2) 
Obviously, v(.) is a bounded Baire function (the boundedness of v(.) follows from that of el(.)). 
Then it holds 
L 
~ 
c.t(z ) - v (z )  = c f (z )  - cm( i )  + cm(s)A(s) ds - gx 
= M(=, g) = =(Y(=) - g) >_ O, = ~ (0, C], (3.13) 
where the last inequality holds because Y(z) is nonincreasing in z on (0,t*] and g = Y(t*). 
For z E C0,t*), we have 
, s:  o, <,,,<,, ) - : ' (=)  + F~777 
- g F--=-(77 ~( , )  ds 
/, ¢/o' ) = :.~(~) + ~ '" ~ [ ' "  : . . (~)~(,)SCs)d,  ds F(z) cm(s)f(s) ds - F(z )  J=~ 
1 ft* 1 ds - g~7": [ F(s) ds % g~ J: sf(s)ds "1" "~ c#(s)f(s) x ' tz ]  J :  
= c . , (x )  + 
= ~(~)  + 
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cm (s)S(s) ds 
+ F(x') es(s)S(s ) ds - g-ff-~ P(s) ds 
:_.3__f" 
F(z) J :  cm(s)f(s)ds 
- 
/,,~° 1 = 1 ds - g~'~-r'r [ P(s) ds "4" "~ cl(s)S(s ) 1'tx) J~ 
, {_<~,<,.,_o°<,.,,,~<,.,+/,: o, . ,<.,~,-,/,: ~<.,~.) +F-'T~ 
L" = c,,.(x) - c , , , (s)~(s) as + gz  
- ~(~), 
where the second last equality follows from equations (3.5) and (3.11). 
Similarly, we can show that v(.) satisfies 
,// 1// 
F(z) v(s)f(s) ds - g - f~  ~'(s) ds - O, 
that is, equation (2.5). Therefore, by (3.13) and (3.14), we have 
v (z ) -  rain {cm(z) + ~ L °° v(s ) f ( s )ds -gF~ L °° ~'(s)ds, c t(z)} 
1/o ~L= 
-" cm(x) q- ~ v(s)f(s) ds -- g F(s) ds, z e [O,t*), 
that is, equation (2.4) holds for z G [O,t*). 
For z E It*, oo), we have 
1 ~ 1 ~ ds ] 
= c¢(~1 - cm(~) - p (~)  c¢( . )y (s )  d.  + g P (s )ds .  
1 
= --kTgr.(~,g). 
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(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(1) First, we consider the ease that t" < ~. 
(15) When there exists some finite t (> t*) such that Y(t) = Y(t °) = g. Then, for x E [t, oo), 
Y(x)  - g >_ o 
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Y'(x) >_ O. 
=Y(z ) -g+zY ' (x )  ~0,  
OL(z,g) 
0z < 0, z e [~,c¢). 
Since L(z,g) is nonincreasing and L(oo, g) = 0, we have 
L(x, g) >_: 0, x e [~, o~). 
For any fixed z E [t*,t-), integrating the both sides of equation (3.4): 
~:  OL(s,g) [ - OM(e,g)) 
Os ds -  j,. \ - F (s )  ~s ds, 
we have 
L(z, g) - L(t*, g) - $'(t*)M(t*,g) - F(z)M(z,g) - M(s,g)f(s)ds. 
Since Y(t*) = Z(t*) = g, by equations (3.7) and (3.8), 
(S;) L(t*, g) = ~'(s) ds (Z(t*) - 9) = O, 
M(t' ,g) = t ' ( r ( t  °) - g) = O. 
Therefore, equation (3.17) becomes 
L(z, g) = -F(z)M(x,  g) - fty M(, ,  a) I( , )  d,. 
x e [c,~), 
Since 
(3.16) 
(3 .17)  
(3.18) 
(~) 
M(s, g)f(s) ds >_ O, 
Next, we consider the cue that t ° = :~. For z E [t*,oo), since 
Y(x) - g >_ 0 
L(z, g) = -~'(z)M(z, g) - ~ 
M(z,9) <_ O, 
Accordingly, from equation (3.18) 
=e [c,oo). 
M(x, 9) = z(Y(x) - 9) < 0, 
we have, from equation (3.6), 
L(z,g) > 0, z E [$*,t). (3.19) 
Hence, from inequalities (3.16) and (3.19), we conclude 
L(x,g) > 0, x E [t',oo). 
(1.ii) If there exists no finite t > t* such that Y(t*) = Y(t'), then Y(z) < 9 for z E (t*, c~). 
Thus, by equation (3.8), we have 
= e [t',oo). 
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and 
we have 
Therefore, 
Y'(z) ~ 0, 
OL(z,g) < O. 
Ox - 
L (x ,  g) > L(co, g) = O, z 6 [C, co). 
From the above discussions, in both cases of (1) and (2), we have 
{ '5  '5  } v(z) -- c/(z) < sin(z) + F~ v(s)f(s) ds - g~(z) F(s) ds , 
or equivalently 
fco I co 
v(x)- -  min {cm(z)% F(z)J~¢ v(s ) f ( s )ds -g -~  F(,)ds, c!(z)} 
= ~!(~), x 6 I t ' , co ) ,  
• e It',co), 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
that is, equation (2.4) holds also for z E [t*,co). 
After all, if we define g and v(.) by (3.11) and (3.12), respectively, then the simplified optimality 
equations (2.4) and (2.5) hold. According to Theorem 2.1, we can conclude that g is the optimal 
average cost. Furthermore, equation (3.15) implies that minimal repair is optimal for failures 
before age t*, while equation (3.21) says that replacement is optimal for a failure after age t*. 
After all, a strict t-policy with t = t* is optimal, l 
LEMMA 3.4. If ~ = co in Assumption 2, then the minima] repair policy is optimal. 
PROOF. Since Y(x) is nonincreasing on the whole domain (0, co) and bounded below, there exists 
a limit of Y(z) as z -+ co: 
lim Y(z) = lim c!(z)- cm(z) + lira Ti(fo cm(s)A(s)ds) z d x-*co  x--*oo X x -*co  d"~ 
= lim c,~(z)A(z) 
~---* CO 
= ~m(co)~(co), 
where the first equality holds by de l'HSspital's rule. 
Let us define 
g = Y(CO) = cm(co)A(co) 
jr0 x v(x) = Cm(X)-- Cm(,)A(,)d,+g~, • e [0,co). 
c/(z) - v(x) = c!(x) - cm (z) + cm(s)A(s) d, - g = M(x,g)  
= ~(Y(x)  - g) > 0, • e [0, co), 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
and 
Then, 
where the last inequality holds because 
Y(z) - g >_ O, z E (O,co). 
Further, similarly to equation (3.14), we have, for x E [0,co), 
cm(z) + ~ v(s) f (s )  ds - g P(s)  ds = era(z) + c~.(s)a(s) & - g~ = v(x). 
(3.25) 
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Therefore, from (3.24) and (3.25), we conclude 
_.!__1 [ ~ I /~  ~ 
v(z)  = cm(z)  + F(z) J= v(s ) f ( s )  ds - g~(z) ~'(s) ds. < Cl(Z), E (0, oo),  (3.26) 
or equivalently 
( ' / /  } v(z)----min cm(z)+F-  ~ v(s ) f ( s )ds -g -~ F(s)ds, c/(z) 
1/ f  ° 1 /~ ~ 
= cm(z) + F(z"---) v(s)f(s) ds - g~(z) ['(s) ds, z G [0, oo), 
(3.27) 
that is, equation (2.4) holds for z 6 [0, ~) .  
After all, if we define g and v(.) by (3.22) and (3.23), respectively, then the simplified optimality 
equations (2.4) and (2.5) hold. However, differently from the proof of Lemma 3.3, although the 
inequality 
v(z) < cs(z), z 6 [0,oo) (3.28) 
ensures that v(.) is bounded from above, it is not necessarily bounded from below. Therefore, we 
cannot directly apply Theorem 2.1 and need the following modification of the proof. 
For n = 1,2, . . . ,  let X,  be the n th state of the process, i.e., the age of the system, and r ,  and 
C, be the time duration and the incurred cost between the (n - 1) th and nth state transitions. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in [4], from equation (3.27), we have, for any policy ~r, 
g < E, [~in=t Ci] E, [v(X,) - v(X0)] (3.29) 
- E,  [~,n=l n] + E, [~'~=1 Ti] 
with equality for the minimal repair policy (denote as z'm) which, in each state z, selects the 
minimizer of the right hand side of equation (3.27). It is noted that since, under the presupposition 
of this lemma, the failure rate function is necessarily bounded, 
Further from inequality (3.28), 
E,  [~'~ff=t Ci] E, [cl(X, ) - v(X0)] (3.30) 
g < E, [E;=I ~,1 + E, T:;=I-,] 
Since c/(z) is bounded in z, by taking the lim sup of the both sides of inequality (3.30) as n --* co, 
we have 
g < g,. (3.31) 
where g~ is the average cost under policy ~r: 
E, [~i"=1 Ci] 
g= = l imsup 
,-.oo E ,  , . 
Since, under the minimal repair policy ~m, only minimal repair is performed at all system 
failures, 
r i=X i -X i _ l ,  i=  1,2,. . . .  
T hus. 
X,  - X,_ ,  = E . .  [X. - X0]. 
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Further, since inequality (3.29) holds with equality under ~rm, 
E, .  ~- -1  C~] E , . [ ,~(X . )  - , (Xo)]  
= .~,.. ~'=~ c~] + E. . . . [ . , (x . )  - .,(xo)] 
E~rm [~----1 7"/] Elrm [Xn - Xo] 
(3.32) 
Here, noting that 
l im ~(x) = lim 
= lira 
- -0 ,  
~,,,(~) - ] ; . , . ( s )~(s )ds  + g~ 
z 
f Yl >t (3.33) 
we can apply Lemma B.I of APPENDIX  B. Therefore, by taking the limsup of Eq. (3.32) as 
n --* ~ ,  we have 
g = g~r.. (3.34) 
After all, from (3.31) and (3.35), we obtain 
g = g . .  < g, (3.35) 
for any policy ~r, that is, g is the optimal average cost and the minimal repair policy Irm is 
optimal. | 
4. CONCLUDING REMARK 
In this paper we discussed the optimal minimal-repair and replacement problem under the 
average cost criterion. We formulated the problem as a semi-Markov decision process, and showed 
that an optimal policy of all policies is in the class of t-policies under some weak assumptions. 
Although preventive replacement is a very important maintenance activity, we could not con- 
sider it here. The study of the models which include this activity is left for our future research. 
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APPENDIX  A 
By differentiating Y(x) in ~, we have 
Let us define 
W(x) = z(c,(z) - c~(x) + Cm(x)A(x)) - (c.f(x) - cm(X) + ~:Cm(. )A( . )d . )  . (A.2) 
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If we mmume both  of c / ( : )  and cm(z) are twice dMerex~;iah|e m x and the Mum rate ~mctlon ~(=) is 
in x, then 
W'(x) = x(c~(z) -- c~(z) 4" clm(z)A(Z) '% cm(z)A'(z)). (A.3) 
The fo l low~ proport ion says the Assumptions I and 2 are satisfied under the conditions of [2]. 
PROPOSITION A.I. If the ma/nt~mance costs cl(x ) and cm(z) are constant in a~e x, and the fa//ure time c/Mr/- 
bution has IFR, then Assumption 2 is P.atiMied. 
PROOF. For shnplificatlon, we suppose that the failure rate function A(x) is differ~tlable in x. We let c l (x  ) = c! 
and cm(x) ---- cm. Then 
w'(x)  = xc,.,V(=) _> 0. 
This means W(x) i= nondecres~dng i  z. Accordi-~ly, 
1 Y'(z) = -~ W(z) (A.4) 
changes its sign, at most, once from negative to positive as x moves from 0 to co. Hence, Y(x) is qmml-convex 
i n=.  I 
The above conditions are same with [2]. 
PROPOSITION A.2. If the ma/ntenance osts c](x ) and cm(x) are constant in a~e x, and the failure rate func~on 
is so ~ hath-tub type, that IS, there exists some ~c E [0, oo] such that A'(x) ~_ 0 for x E [0, ~) and A'(x) ~ 0/'or 
x E [~,oo), then Assumption 2 is ~tisfied. 
PROOF. We have 
w(o)  = - (~s  - ~,~) < o 
and 
w'(x )  = xc,,,,V(x). 
Thus, W(z)  changes its sign, at most, once from negative to positive as x moves ~'om 0 to co, that ill, Y(8) is 
qua,d-convex in x. II 
PROPOSITION A.3. If the dMerence of ma/ntenance costs, c l (x  ) - cm(x), is convex in x, and the fa~/m time 
distribution has I I~,  then Assumption 2 is Mtis~-d. 
PROOF. We have 
= ~ w(~) ,  Y'(x) 
w'(=)  = ={(c~(=~) - c , . (=))"  + (c, .(=)),(=))'}. 
Since (c/(=) - cm(x))" ~ 0 and (cm(z)A(x))' ~_ 0, Y'(z) changes its sign at most once from negative to positive 
as x moves from 0 to oo, that is, Y(x) is quasl-convex in z. II 
LXMMA B. I .  If  
and 
then 
PROOF. Let us define 
then equation (B.1) becomes 
APPENDIX  B 
Um "(~) = o (B.I) 
l~m EIX.] = ~,  (B.2) 
X C¢ 
Um IE[u(X.)]I = o. lB .3 )  
. - -~  E[X.] 
u(z) = ~,(z), (B.4) 
X 
'llm u(x) = 0, (B.5) 
that is, for any • > O, there exists some xc > 0 such that 
I-(z)l < ~, 
Further, define 
~,= Imp lv(~)l= 
o<s<;=, 
x~xc.  
o_<=<=, 
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then we have 
IE[,,(X.)]I E[X. I~(X.) I ]  
E[X.] < E[X.J 
~[x. l , , (x . ) l ;x .  < =.] ~[x . l . (x . ) l ; x .  > =.] 
= "1 ~[x.] ~[x.] 
< ~[,,,;x. < =,] + .~[x . ;x .  > =,] 
stx.]  E[x.] 
_ , , ,P(X.  < =.) + eE[X . ;X .  > z.] 
E[x.] E[X.] 
<- Eqyj.] +'" 
If we take the llmsup of both sides of inequality (B.6), we have, by equation (B.2), 
[E[v(x,,)ll 
Jim sup n - -~ E[Xn] <- ~" 
But ~ (> 0) can be taken a~Sitrarily small, we have 
m. IE[,~(X,,)]J = o. 
(S.e) 
(B.7) 
(B.S) 
This completes the proof. 
